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Happy Easter
Everyone
Forthcoming meets:
April
 Hutton Roof 17th Apr
 Shepherds Crag 21st Apr
 Farleton/Newbiggin 24th Apr
May
 Chapel le Dale 1st
 Kings Meaburn 8th
 Raven Crag Walthwaite 15th
 Robin Proctor’s Scar 22nd
 North Wales Meet 25th - 27th
 Upper/Lower Swirls 29th
June
 Dow Crag 5th
 Gouther Crag 12th

Welcome to “the Crack” our quarterly newsletter, put together by myself, crammed with news, stories, advice, fun and games all contributed by
your good selves.
I am now in my second year as the President trying to fill the void left by
Annette, who after a couple of years at the belay, decided to stand down.
So what do I want to bring to the club?
The club is going from strength to strength with over 80 members, an
excellent summer programme of Tuesday night meets (thanks John), and
also plenty of weekend trips organized for the summer period. Be sure to come along if you can,
always fun and a good chin wag in the pub afterwards.
Look out for my monthly emails telling you of the months climbing and social events and if you have
any questions please feel free to email. Also as the editor of the Crack if you have anything you wish
to go in the newsletter just let me know.
So to finish off I would like to say a big thank you to Annette for an excellent job as the former president and to Joanne who was the former editor of the Crack for a fabulous Job. Have a great season
climbing and I look forward to talking, climbing and drinking with as many of you as I can.

Meets update John Hollingworth
As the days get longer and warmer, it’s time to look forward to some outdoor meets! The Tuesday evening programme kicks off at Hutton Roof on the 17th April and includes most of our favourite haunts, with a few new venues
sprinkled through the list. Chapel-le-Dale will be a different
place for many, although in truth it’s really just an extension
to Twistleton Scar. Upper and Lower Swirls are small but interesting crags in a fine location, and Buckbarrow is big crag with a remote, mountain feel. We’ve also got some interesting weekends coming up, with two trips to Wales (North and Mid), a camping meet
in the Western Lakes, and our traditional end of season grapple with Peak gritstone. For
the first time on the meets list we are also planning an Autumn hot rock trip to give us a
blast of sunshine before the winter sets in. Talking of which, we hope the winter does set
in for our Scottish meets in February 2013, to Aviemore and the CIC hut. All in all,
there’s lots of variety in prospect, with a mix of trad, sports, bouldering and winter climbing. Something for everyone I hope!
A big thank you to all those who have volunteered to organise meets and I look forward
to seeing you all outside in the fresh air on April 17th, or maybe before then if the dry
weather continues!
Happy Climbing
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Ecrin Ice Rules!
By Martin Lucas
It was two days before Christmas
when I got the call. “How do you fancy
some icy fun?” After a flurry
of e-mail traffic we had a
venue, accommodation and
flights arranged. The electronic correspondence then
took a turn for the worse as
our group laid down various
rules for the trip, such as
“#1 No girly squealing” and
“#2 No poo-talk”. I almost
made my excuses at this
point knowing full well I
could not abide by either of
these regulations.

Les Nain des Ravines (WI4 according to
1500ft of climbing was probably
UKC). We passed tentatively up the
not the best recipe for a rest
avalanche channels that have
day, but we did have great fun
carved steep sided serpenand the safe exposure was intine ravines through the
toxicating.
lower snow slopes and after
A return to Fournel was undera delay waiting for other
taken the next day, but this time
teams to delicately ascend
to the Hiroshima area, closer to
“le premiere longeuer”, we
the entrance of the valley. This sector
got onto this 5 pitch beauty.
presents several shorter multi-pitch
The route took on a big
offerings in the WI3 to WI5 range. La
mountain feel as Rob led
Vision de Marco (WI3/4 depending
over the difficulties of the
where you look) was our chosen enlong, steep and brittle first
tertainment as we were feeling
pitch. The surroundings left
whacked.
us in no question of who is
boss and that notion was
A fantastic meal out in the subterraGetting out to the Ecrin was
Nain des Ravines,
made all the more crystal
nean-esque eatery that is Le Poivre et
Fournel
straightforward, with
when, to our left, our
Sel in Vallouise was
Grenoble and Lyon being
prospective descent route avaequalled by the stunobvious choices as EasyJet destinaning route that we
lanched. We ascended three ice
tions. Our accommodation was a
undertook the next day
pitches, interspersed with snow
beautiful stone and wood chalet in Puy
at Ceillac, Formes du
slopes until we ran out of time
-Aillaud, a tiny village on the alpine
Ch a os
(II I/ WI4 * * *
and had to descend via bolts
slopes above Vallouise near Briancon.
300m).
We
arrived at
and Abalokovs.
There is a fair smattering of affordable
the foot of our route
yet stunning property in this area and
That night was spent supping
and looked up at
a good port of call would be local
very affordable French wine
1000ft of ice soaring
legend, Jerry Gore
aloft cradled either side
and contravening rule #2 again.
by tanned rock. Guide
(www.alpbase.com).
A trip to Cervieres the next
books and the internet
Day 1 and our drive up the ascending
day revealed a few great single
tout it as “possibly the
hairpins to Ceillac provided ample
pitches to play on after an
best ice route in
opportunity for my passengers to
hours walk in. On the left of
Europe” and “one of
break rule #1. The area has an almost
the crag is the self explanatory
the best in the world”.
sports crag feel to it, with walk-ins of
Cascade d’Initiation (WI3 25m)
It wasn’t to disappoint.
no more than 15 minutes offering a
and then a smattering of mixed
I took the first pitch
range of great lines from WI3 to
and steep ice routes. I remem- Pitch5 Formes du Chaos for fear of wussing-out
WI5+ and M7. At this point I hadn’t
otherwise. It snaked a
bered that my forte is not
full rope length upswung an axe this season
mixed climbing as I
wards from a broad entrance of britand my cohort, Piers,
broke rule #1, rule #2 and
tle, dinner-plating ice to a narrowing
hadn’t for 5 years, so we
some local by-laws when
steep niche which permitted more
took it steady on Easy
attempting to scrape up an
accommodating hooked placements.
Rider (II/WI3** 70m), a
M5. Ally seemed quite at
The second pitch continued the theme
lovely two pitch gully
home between a rock and
into a cave on the right in a water
route. As that passed
hard ice and ticked several of
carved bowl. The central line of the
without drama we
the mixed routes at the crag.
cavernous gulley was taken up by a
moved onto the 5
huge bulging elephant of ice, framed
After
all
this
fun,
we
decided
pitches of Holiday on Ice
around its lower portion by voluptuupon
a
much
needed
rest
– branche de droite
ous cauliflower forms. Rob led this
day.
As
we
sat
around
the
(WI3** 250m) and abbed
pitch over the spine of our resting
burgeoning kitchen table
off the top to include a
jumbo onto steep, window clear ice
digesting
our
hearty
breakvariation finish to satiate
that held back a flowing veil of water.
fasts, Piers floated the idea of
our revived lust for ice.
Delicate climbing led us up more
Pitch2 Formes du Chaos doing some Via Ferrata and
pitches of varying scenery and torAn Aperitif du Genepe
when the other boys gave
tured forms to a steep, narrow, wrapfuelled yoga session and blatant coninto the idea my reluctance to miss
around chimney. One more pitch of
traventions of rule #2 preceded a
out on some fun meant I too was
steep plastic ice saw us pop out on
sound sleep in preparation for a trip
signed up. The purpose built aerial
the GR5. The chaotic twisted sculpto Fournel. From the car park at the
steel highway of Les Gorges de la
tures of ice that made up the route
road head, the valley has an undisDurance was the perfect spot. Being
were so awe-inspiring that no rule
turbed alpine feel to it. No ski-runs
closed it was surprisingly affordable
breaking took place that day. No girly
and piste machines here, just a big
too. With a lack of specialist lanyards
squealing or poo-talk was to be heard,
long valley with an abundance of
we decided on a pseudo-hybrid-sports
just the tapping of picks and “oooh”s
longer routes. As a three we took on
-alpine style. With retrospect, over
of amazement.
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Pic Du Midi d’Ossau – Aiguillette Jolly – SE
Clasica *** 535m V+ (HVS 5b)
by Liz and Ian Lawton
For anyone who seeks Alpine adventures but cheaper and quieter should
consider the Pyrennees. There are
very few ski resorts, and as such the
villages are small and traditional. In
2000 I had done a walk around the Pic
du Midi d’Ossau and climbed a long
scramble on the
north side.
Opposite the
Refuge Du Pombie is one of the
best looking
rock faces I had
seen at the
time, the Pombie wall. It was traced
by dozens of routes and I vowed to
return.
In September 2010 I finally returned
with Liz, who, recovering from a bad
back was chomping at the bit for some
‘proper climbing’. We parked up near
the top of the Col du Portalet, and
walked across the pasture and over a
small col to the hut in around 1h. We
were surprised at the number of
climbers descending back to the road
until we found out that there had just
been a climbing festival there that
weekend.
The guardians were very hospitable
and served us some great food for
dinner.
We had booked an early breakfast for
7am but it seemed that the guardians
were not as keen to get out of bed so
we got away a little late. It’s around
30 mins walk to the base of the wall
across a large boulder field. The face
still looked incredible, especially with
the pink glow of sunrise slanting
across, picking out all the features. A
‘sac and water was left at the base.
The route was a corker, very solid
granite corners, slabs, cracks and
chimneys taking a very logical route up
this part of a complex mountain. We
carried a standard rack and a single
‘sac with 2l water and shoes for the
descent. All the belays are equipped
with good pegs, making it easy to
block lead the pitches. There are 3
pitches worth English 5b and many of
4c. As we were there on a Monday
there was only one other team on the

face who were doing a route to our
left, out of sight, so it was a very
peaceful place to be on a big face,
especially as aside from the hut there
are no roads or buildings in sight.
The crux pitch was a vertical fist width
crack in a corner which succumbed to
semi-laybacking off handjams. I have to
admit to pulling on a
peg at the top to get
into the short exit
chimney. The last hard
pitch was a teaser, with
a thrutch up a narrow
chimney then a very
delicate traverse
around a rib with no
positive handholds –
exciting! We gained the Aiguillette
very thirsty and with around 2 hours
daylight left. The ab station was easy
to find and the route finding down the
Vie des Vires (AD) only confused us at
the base of a huge ramp where we
had missed a line further back up.
The route does not gain the summit
of Pic du Midi as the Aiguillette Jolly is
a subsidiary pinnacle. A topo better
explains the topography of the mountain. The Vie des Vires can be followed upwards to the summit ridge.
P1 – P3 The route begins with an easy
corner to gain the top left corner of a
slab. The slab is descended diagonally
R to access a traverse line to easy
terraces.
P4- P5 Cross the terraces easily to
gain the meat of the climb.
P6 – P10 Ascend a delicate slab V+
then a series of steps (the ‘Grey
Stairs’) to a stiff layback V+ and long
corner to a terrace. Gain the curving
flake line and then the rib on the right.
A square cut corner leads to a step
left to sloping ledges.
P11 – P12 The sloping ledges lead
into a fierce V+ chimney then a delicate V+ traverse R around a blunt rib
to terraces.
P13 –P14 Follow the large slanting
chimney line to gain the pinnacle on
the left.
P15 The only way to access the main
mountain from the pinnacle is to ‘fall’
across the gap then make a bold step
for big holds, a peg and the slab above.
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‘Super Jolly’ HVS 5a from the descent route.
Descent: around to the left of the top
corner of the slab is a ledge and an
abseil station. 1 short abseil. Follow
worn ground leftwards to gain the
route of Vie des Vires. This is mainly
a leftwards traverse and up/down
climbing Diff/Severe ground with 2
abseils to gain the rising ground below. 1 to 2 hours depending on
whether you have to get back to your
headtorch (which you accidentally left
at the bottom of the route) before it
gets dark.

Ian coming up the grey stairs (4c)
Guide: Good description, poor topo
in Rock Climbs in the Pyrenees, Derek
Walker – Cicerone.
Topo:Many excellent topos in the hut,
photograph them before leaving the
hut (digital camera!) and refer to them
on route, the same with the guidebook description. Saves weight as well
– digital data weighs nothing!

The art of climbing down gracefully
By Ken Taylor
I suspect that only the older members
of the club will remember the name
Tom Patey. It is 40 years since he
died whilst abseiling off a sea stack off
the North West coast of Scotland.
He was 38 years old
at the time but had
already become
something of a legendary figure on the
climbing scene. But
his talents weren’t
limited to climbing.
He was a doctor,
with a practice centred on Ullapool, a
musician, an excelParadiso
lent writer and keen
observer of the climbing scene.
On a whim, I decided to re-read his
book ‘One Man’s Mountain’ (a compilation of his writings put together after
his death). One section of the book is
timeless and as amusing as it was then.
This is ‘the Art of Climbing Down
Gracefully’. Its basic premise is simple
– how to maintain a reputation as a
hard climber without actually doing
much (or indeed any) climbing. But, as
he points out, to be successful, you
have to have established a reputation
as a hard climber in the first place.
Here are some of his suggestions,
updated a bit but quoting liberally
from the book.

1.

‘Off-Form’: Modesty usually
prevents any suggestion of being ‘onform’, as our supposed hardman may
have to go and do something. Much
easier is to be off-form, especially as
form is so transient. You can be onform in the morning and off-form in
the afternoon. A few days without
putting hand to rock may allow you to
be ‘out of condition’. Any longer and
you may be able to say you’re ‘out of
training’ but in these days of climbing
walls, such a claim may end up with
you having to put in a few hard sessions at the wall.

2.

‘Too Much Like Hard Work’:
This ploy runs along the lines of “well,
there may be some good climbing on
Scafell/Pillar/Gable Crag (insert crag
name as appropriate) but it’s not
worth the effort of getting there”.
Mind you, the interpretation of
‘accessible’ has changed over the years
and anything further away from the
road than Shepherd’s is now regarded
as a mountain crag, it seems.

3.

‘Chossy Climb’: As the higher
crags are being neglected, this is perhaps more relevant than in Patey’s
day, so I think his description of this
ploy is worth quoting at length:
“Eyewitness reports … reveal that

Spiderman made repeated attempts to
overcome the crux, before he was
ignominiously repulsed and left hanging
in a tangle of slings and étriers, but this
is completely at variance with the official Party Line, which
stresses Spiderman’s
disgust on finding the
initial holds cloaked in
greenery. His aesthetic
senses had been so
offended that he had
instantly abandoned the
climb and spent the rest
of the day more profitably in a nearby hostelry.
Spiderman’s reputation
remains untarnished. It is the luckless
pioneers who are singled out for derision just as they were preparing to
crow over his downfall – a neat demonstration of how to convert defeat into a
moral victory. A really selective “route
gourmet” like Spiderman can sometimes spend years in a fruitless quest
for perfection without ever finding a
climb to which he can justifiably or
morally commit himself.”

4.

‘Ice-man’: Try rolling up to
Trowbarrow and declare “I’m a snow
and ice man myself” and the chances
are you’ll not be required to demonstrate your skills.

5.

‘Secret Cliff’: The approach here
is to keep a lowish
profile and make a
belated appearance in
the pub. When asked
what you’ve been up
to, the recommended
approach is to reply
slowly and reluctantly,
with a far-away look in
your eye, something
along the lines of
“We’ve been sizing up Matterhorn
a new crag; amazing
nobody’s spotted it before; no details
of routes yet ‘cos we want to work out
the best lines first” etc. Of course,
nothing ever appears in print but the
suggested riposte here is “why deprive
others of the joy of exploration; we
don’t want the crag to end up like
Shepherd’s, degraded by meaningless
variants”.

6.

‘Solo Man’: Quite simply, disappear off on your own and no-one can
ever know what you got up, so you
hold all the aces. This allows you to
get away with statements like “Had a
look at Ichabod today, pretty
tough” (Solo man did have a look at
Ichabod and didn’t like what he saw so
went off to look at something easier).

7.

‘Family Man’: This plays on the
familiar life story - ‘camp follower’
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snares the young
tiger and is then
transformed into an “all-demanding,
insatiable virago whose grim disapproval [of climbing and climbers] makes
strong men wilt”. The weekends away
get fewer and fewer and it is not long
before the union is ‘blessed with child’.
This ploy is said to go down well because of the element of pathos it invokes: “bringing a lump to the throat of
the most hardened Hard Men”.

8.

‘Wrong Gear’: Try this - get
yourself to the CIC Hut in mid-March,
toting rock shoes and armed with an
array of small wires, only to be amazed
at the ‘unexpected’ amount of late
season snow. Who’d have thought it?
Beware though, this will not do much
to enhance your reputation as a wily
old man of the mountains.

9.

‘Dicky Heart’: Patey suggests
that a permanent physical disability can
be a useful asset, especially so if it is a
very obvious one, such as a wooden leg
– although Winthrop Young climbed
the Grépon with a wooden leg so you
need to select your impediment with
care. Likewise, Raymond Lambert –
famous Swiss guide - climbed many
hard rock routes without toes, saying
that it brought his centre of gravity
closer to the rock. I think something
temporary and not entirely apparent
(e.g. a bad back) is better as it allows for
greater flexibility – it
can get better or worse
as required. Personally,
I say ‘dickey heart’ –
useful given the aura of
seriousness surrounding all cardiac conditions.

10. ‘Faulty Alarm
clock’: I experienced this first hand.
Staying at the Argentière Hut, we
passed the night away talking to two
young tigers who planned to do the
North Face of the Triolet – a long,
hard, ice route. They were bivvying
nearby and planned to be away by 1.00
am. When we set out at 4.00 am, angry words were emanating from under
a nearby rock. The young tigers’ alarm
hadn’t gone off and they had to abandon their attempt. What bad luck.
(Postscript – we later learnt that the
duo was a youthful Mick Fowler and
John Stevenson!).
Anyway, enough of this, I must go
climbing now, if I can find the right crag/
climb/partner/gear, my heart is OK and
I’m feeling on form.

For the full article see the website.
T H E C R AC K
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Polly’s fine dining kitchen
And

Dave’s instant energy snack
Honey and Peanut Butter Booster Bars
On a recent trip to Scotland in February all who
attended were fortunate enough to taste Dave R’s
Honey and Peanut Booster Bar. As Dave said, “The
people that tasted them on the Scottish winter meet
were impressed. You'll never need one of those
artificial bars or “energy gels” ever again!”
So Dave has kindly let us have the recipe—enjoy!

Add 200g oats (not
jumbo ones)
150g mixed fruit (apricots, dates, raisins whatever)
150g mixed seeds (sesame, pumpkin, poppy whatever)
Put in a 20 inch baking tin lined with greaseproof paper.
Scatter some more seeds and honey across the top and
bake for 30 minutes at 160degC, gas mark 3.

Ingredients and Method
125g unsalted butter
150g brown or muscovado sugar
125g crunchy peanut butter
75g honey
Grated zest of 1 orange and 1 lemon

Dave in his alter ego—No
questions!!!

Put all these in a big pan and melt over a low heat,
stirring occasionally.

Ed: I think I’ll be having a go at these!!

Lamb Shank slowly cooked with a mirepoix of root vegetables & red wine and a
garlic and chive mash
Ingredients
4
lamb shanks
1litre
lamb or chicken stock
1
crushed garlic clove
1tbsp
olive oil
1
carrot peeled and diced
1
red onion diced
½
swede peeled and diced
1
parsnip peeled and diced
½
celeriac
5
sprigs of rosemary
1/4 litre red wine
454g/1lb king Edward potatoes peeled and roughly
chopped
2
cloves roasted garlic (crushed)
1tbsp
chives chopped
salt and pepper
2oz/50g butter
50ml
double cream

Method
Heat up the oil in a large non stick frying pan and seal the lamb,
then transfer into a deep roasting tin. Meanwhile place your
vegetables, garlic and 1 sprig of rosemary into the pan you have
used for the lamb and cook without colour for 4-5 minutes.
Add the vegetables to the lamb, then pour over the wine and
stock. Cover with foil and cook for 1 ½ to 2 ½ hours depending on the size of the shanks, until the meat starts to come
away from the bone. If you want the sauce thickened, pour the
stock through a sieve into a large pan. Mix together 2oz/50g
plain flour with 1oz/25g butter to make a thick paste, whisk in a
little at a time to the boiling stock until the chosen thickness is
reached. Check your seasoning.
Add the vegetables to the sauce and pour back over the shanks,
return to the oven for 5 minutes. To serve place the remaining
sprigs of rosemary in the top of the shank bone. For the mash place the potatoes in a large pan covered with cold salted water and bring to the boil, cook until tender then drain and
mash. For a really smooth mash use a potato ricer. Now stir

.....and to accompany
For wines I would definitely go with red for the lamb. Tesco have a great claret at the moment which sells for under £4. So
affordably you can buy 3 and make it a truly memorable evening.
Bon appetite!
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And Now For Your Help

Kendal
Mountaineering
Club

Most of the club have been keeping their skills in during the
Autumn and Winter months down at Kendal wall.
Personally I think we are pretty lucky to have such an amazing
facility on our doorstep. The staff are great and are really
friendly. With the new extended main wall, the new King Kong
wall and new Marmot Loft bouldering facility it is easy to understand why people travel the distance to come here.

To email everyone:
kendalmc@kendalmc.org

So, Why do I need your help?

President / Newsletter:
rich_walker5375@fsmail.net

At the recent committee meeting We felt that as we grow
from strength to strength perhaps we should have a club shirt /
sweater / etc. In addition to being able to look cool (or silly) on
the crags and at the wall, it would also help new members
identify Kendal MC people on Tuesday evenings (we won't be
making it a compulsory KMC climbing uniform for the time
being).

Secretary:
joanne.larty@gmail.com
Meets:
john.hollingworth@cumbria.ac.uk

So what We would like is for members to suggest a club slogan
or picture to accompany Kendal MC on our club t-shirts or
sweaters.

Treasurer:
polly4sheasby@btinternet.com

Kendal Mountaineering Club
........... ............. ............... ..............

Next Newsletter: Jul 2012
Send articles or ideas to Rich
(newsletter@kendalmc.org)

Entries to myself by May 15th — So get Creative!

www.kendalmc.org

‘Tot’tering on the edge
Single Malts from Speyside
Whisky is very versatile, it can fit itself
into many varying vessels, the perfect
outdoorsy realisation being the hip
flask. It’s ideal for fellside Tot’age when
you need to; warm up (snow all
around, -10c and a howling
gale), cheer up (horizontal
rain, mist and wet feet) or
shut up (due to moaning
about the weather). So dust
off your hip flask collection
and fill them up with some
splendid Speyside nectar
ready for your next adventure into the hills.
The Glenlivet 12yr.
Bottled in a traditional slender manner just proud of
the typical wine height. Light
gold in colour with a flowery, fruity fragrance. Thin
and delicate on the tongue,

by Joe Cooper

with a very gentle release onto the palate
opening out to reveal a wide range of
flavours. Oak, apricots, vanilla and
toasted oats nestle aside one another
gently coalescing. This is a very delicate
undemanding whisky.
The Glenrothes Select Reserve
A wonderful rounded
squat bottle houses this
pale golden whisky.
Vanilla accompanies a
sickly sweet note reminiscent of ripe plums
and raisins on the nose.
Soft on the palate at
first coming alive
quickly with a moderate
sweetness and assured
complexity. Smooth and very well balanced, caramel lingers on the aftertaste.
This is a very accomplished tender
whisky.
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Aberlour A’bunadh
Batch no.34
Another glorious squat
bottle with a wide neck
and an enticing wax
dipped seal atop. In fact,
opening this bottle was
almost as joyous as sampling its contents, which are a
ruby amber in appearance.
Amazingly strong on the nose
at 59.5% vol but there is
sweetness here. This whisky is
aged entirely in Spanish sherry
butts and is bursting with deep
notes of Oloroso. Black
cherry and dried apricots become apparent to the palate,
sweet, but not overly so.
However, this whisky leaves
you with the flavours of an
entire chocolate box as an
afterthought. This is a sensa-

